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Gibbon: Edward (1737-94), historian of the Roman Empire,
became first a Roman Catholic, then a Protestant, and finally a
rationalist.
Basil: Bishop of Caesarea, tried to unite the Churches of East
and West (326-80). -
Julian-, a Roman Emperor who renounced Christianity and
sought to restore paganism (331-63),
RALPH WALDO EMERSON
An American essayist, lecturer, and poet, born in Boston and
educated at Harvard University. He entered and soon relinquished
the Unitarian ministry, and became one of an American group of
idealists influenced by German philosophy and Oriental literature.
His essays were published in two series, in 1841 and 1844 respectively,
with a preface by Thomas Carlyle. On the reputation he gained
for some of his essays Emerson is spoken of as a teacher, and, as
Matthew Arnold expressed it, 'a friend and aider of those who would
live in the spirit*. Emerson visited England twice and published
English Traits in 1856.
Gifts (pp. 50-5)
P. 50,1. 18. go into chancery, have its affairs wound up.
P. 51, 1. 21. pertinences: seasonable opportunities.
P, 52, 1. 3.  the Furies: deities responsible for punishment.
P. 53, 1. 26. Tiwons: Lord Tirnon of Athens, represented by
Shakespeare as a bountiful giver who came to hate everybody because
they shunned him when he had spent his fortune.
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES
Poet and miscellaneous writer, famous for three entertaining books,
The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, The Professor at the Breakfast
Tcibfif, and The Post at the. Breakfast Table t which set forth a series of
conversations linked together by a narrative. Holmes was an American,
born at Cambridge, Massachusetts, who graduated at Harvard
University and studied medicine in Paris. He became a Professor of
Medicine at Harvard University, and for a time was co-editor with
J. R. Lowell of the Atlantic Monthly, He was a man of wide interests
and scientific knowledge, compassionate yet capable of satire when
provoked, and a brilliant talker.
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